
The Perfect All-Rounder

With the new AAAdrenalin Freeride binding from TYROLIA, no terrain is out of reach. This binding provides a level of skiing performance never 
before seen in an alpine binding. It combines performance driven freeride features with the ultimate ergonomic walking  mechanism for maximum 
freedom on-and off-piste. Overcome boundaries smoothly for a perfect ride.

The AAAdrenalin binding is a perfect option for freeriders who prefer precise downhill control combined with ideal mechanics for short walks to 
reach untouched paths for a memorable ski experience. Designed together with freeskiers and backcountry skiers, this member of the TYROLIA 
AAA-Series is designed for ski widths from 80 mm and wider. The AAAdrenalin brings paramount freeride performance in every terrain, on every slope. 

FREERIdE (FR)  
PRO TOE:

The TYROLIA AAAdrenalin comes 
with the Freeride (FR) Pro Toe with its 
ergonomic pivot position for optimal 
tilt up movement up to 90 degrees. 
This system provides effortless walking 
over short distances. 

The FR Pro Toe is adjustable by 
changing the position of the Anti-
Friction-Slider (AFS Metal) to cover 
alpine and touring boot norms.

This 68 mm wide slider plus 
a stainless steel gliding 
element provide constant 
release values and result in a 
broader contact area to the 
ski boot sole.

The benefits: more stability, 
more direct power trans-
mission and an ultimate skiing 
performance.

FREERIdE (FR) PRO HEEL:

The ultra-wide 80mm heel track makes all the performance difference needed to 
take this product over the top. Extra width and the superior kinematics of TYROLIA’s 
high performance bindings make it absolutely stable and reliable for perfect force 
transmission and unmatched performance. The heel can easily be adjusted to 
different boot sole lengths without any additional tools.

It covers a wide range of seven ski boot sizes. The AAAdrenalin freeride binding is 
available in two lengths:

SHORT (S) for ski boot sole length of 270 – 330 mm
LONG (L) for ski boot sole length of 300 – 360 mm

FREEFLEx:

The platform of TYROLIA’s 
AAAdrenalin binding provides the 
approved TYROLIA Freeflex function 
which allows the ski to flex as it is 
designed to do so it can retain its 
natural dynamics. Freeflex is enabled 
by the free gliding plate that runs 
within the titanal heel track and is 
supported by the center of rotation of 
the binding toe.

The TYROLIA AAAdrenalin comes 
without brakes. This gives each freerider 
the chance to choose the precisely fitting 
brakes in regard to the ski widths. The 
AAAdrenalin 16 can be combined with 
brake widths of 88 mm, 97 mm, 115 mm 
or 130 mm. Brakes with a width of 88 mm, 
97 mm or 115 mm can be installed on the 
AAAdrenalin 13.

Another TYROLIA feature is the 
possibility to walk in the 0° position. 
After release, TYROLIA’s climbing 
aid can easily be operated with a ski 
pole and it can be positioned in three 
different angles (0°, 7° and 13°) for an 
optimal walking position.

This improves balance and a secure 
stand on your way to perfect skiing 
spots.

90 mm:  A. Nr.:  162977 (1 Pair)
105 mm:  A. Nr.:  162978 (1 Pair)
120 mm:  A. Nr.:  162979 (1 Pair)

Whether skiing downhill or bridging walking paths, the TYROLIA AAAdrenalin gives adventurers an unrivaled combination of skiing performance 
and all terrain versatility, providing easy Access to All Areas. 

AAA ASCEndER LOCk And  CLImbIng AId:

To Access All Areas, transition from skiing to hiking is incredibly 
fast, easy and convenient. Simply use the tip of the ski pole 
without stepping out of the binding to move the highly visible 
Ascender Lock to change between hiking and ski mode.

The Touring Newcomer

The brand new TYROLIA AAAmbition Alpine Touring binding is the perfect companion for all Alpine Touring Aficionados so that no terrain remains 
 unattainable. We included every attribute of our high-performance alpine ski bindings in this brand new Alpine Touring binding.

ALPInE TOuRIng TOE:

This newcomer in the ski touring segment 
features the exclusive TYROLIA Alpine 
Touring (AT) Toe which can be easily 
adjusted to alpine and touring boot norms. 
A 65mm wide mechanical AFS gliding 
element secures constant release values 
also with rubber soles. In combination 
with two rollers this binding provides 
superior safety features with the rapid 
and exact boot re-centering that skiers 
expect from TYROLIA. 

As a result of its harmonious 
design, the TYROLIA 
AAAmbition has a wider 
contact area which improves 
stability and provides a 
secure foundation for every 
skiing situation. 
Furthermore, its pivot 
is efficiently positioned 
right below the ski boot 
tip to ensure perfect force 
transmission and a tilt up to 
90 degree.  

OnE-FOR-ALL EASY 
 AdjuSTAbLE  TELESCOPIC 
TubE:

Additionally the AAAmbition features 
a unique light-weight telescopic 
tube which offers an easy adjustment 
opportunity to different boot sole 
lengths. Thus, with only one binding 
model it is possible to cover the entire 
range of different sole lengths – from 
260 mm up to 350 mm. 

Furthermore, with the setting of the 
telescopic tube and through the 
compact mounting, perfect binding 
positioning on your skis is improved 
and mid-point deviation is avoided. 

TYROLIA FREEFLEx

The TYROLIA approved Freeflex 
System, which interacts with the AT 
Toe, the telescopic tube and the AT 
Heel, offers natural dynamics, excellent 
downhill performance and therefore a 
supreme ski touring experience. 

dEmO And REnTAL 
 SuITAbLE

In order to offer ambitious sportsmen an 
opportunity to widen their horizons, the 
TYROLIA AAAmbition is also demo and 
rental suitable. 

Combined with a spare demo track, this 
brand new TYROLIA binding can be 
tested and shown to a broad audience. 

Only two easy adjustments (one on the 
telescopic tube and one on the demo 
track) are required to fit to different boot 
lengths without extra drilling.

It does not matter if it is a walk 
through flat terrain or a steep slope 
up to the summit. Simply use the ski 
pole in order to change the climbing 
aid position and also to lock for the 
downhill ride.

To sum up: The new TYROLIA AAAmbition Alpine Touring binding is what every ski touring fanatic was looking for. On one hand it offers freedom 
and individual adjustment possibilities and on the other hand it provides the premium high-end performance that is expected from TYROLIA. 
The solid, light-weight construction and its maximum functionality enhances the ultimate mountain experience for ambitioned climbers as well 
as for touring newbies. Overcome boundaries – Simply just: Access All Areas!

ALPInE TOuRIng HEEL And 
 CLImbIng AId:

The newly designed climbing aid is 
positioned as close as possible to the 
Alpine Touring (AT) Heel. This provides 
better walking balance and effortless 
climbing in all situations. The low stand 
height of 38 mm improves stability 
and offers a confident stance. With 
four different climbing aid positions 
(climbing in a 0°, 5°, 10° or 15° position) 
it is possible to adapt on different terrains 
without stepping out of the binding. 

bRAkES & IndIvIduALITY: 

Considering the different ski 
widths, the TYROLIA AAAmbition 
comes without brakes. This gives 
you the opportunity to either 
choose the perfect fitting brake 
out of three different widths 
(85 mm/105 mm/125 mm) or simply 
to ride and hike without brakes using 
appropriate powder straps.  

Powder Strap AAA-Series (1 Pair) – 
A. Nr.:  162981

Astonishing Park & Pipe Action

Freeskiers prefer equipment which provides control, performance and usability. Not only for clear slopes and untracked powder areas, also for 
stoked park and half pipe rides. The new AAAttack binding by TYROLIA combines functionality and modern design to meet these demands. A perfect 
tool for all-around skiers who are willing to attack!

PERFECT IndIvIduALITY

The built in AAA-Series technology ensures high quality and perfect usability. In regard 
to its clear design and its compact measurement, the AAAttack model can be ideally 
used on ski widths from 80 mm and wider. TYROLIA’s brand new designed AAAttack 
binding is available in two different DIN settings (16 and 13). 

The AAAttack 13 features a solid construction, reduced weight and a new designed 
Heel, which brings this model to a new level. 

Some models are delivered without brakes.
This gives riders the opportunity to customize the setup to their needs. Brakes are 
available in different widths: 88 mm, 97 mm, 115 mm, 130 mm and 150 mm.

Attack the track with this brand new TYROLIA freeski binding! Overcome boundaries – simply just: Access All Areas!

dEmO & REnTAL SuITAbLE:

The AAAttack 13LT model, a demo and rental version with the proven TYROLIA 
Sympro Heel track, offers the opportunity for easy adjustment to fulfill customer’s 
desires and to adapt to the wide range of different sole lengths. It comes in two 
lengths: Short (S) (sole range from 260 mm – 320 mm) and Long (L) (sole range from 
300 mm – 360 mm). Both tracks come with the binding, with the long track pre-
mounted. 

mOdERn ARCHITECTuRE:

The special Freeride (FR) Pro Toe with its horizontal spring reflects the modern 
architecture of the new TYROLIA AAA-Series. Furthermore, it includes a super secure 
77mm metal friction device (AFD Metal), which can be adjusted for all types of alpine 
boots (Type A only). The AAAttack 16 features the TYROLIA Race Pro Heel, with a 
reduced stand height of only 17 mm for the ultimate freeski adventure. 

CRAmPOnS

Additional crampons are available 
as spare parts in widths of 90 mm, 
105 mm and 120 mm, and provide 
safe climbing and a secure stand in 
any situation. 

90 mm:  A. No.: 163006 (1 Pair)
105 mm:  A. No.: 163007 (1 Pair)
120 mm:  A. No.: 163008 (1 Pair)

CRAmPOnS

Additionally, TYROLIA crampons (available as spare parts in three 
widths: 90 mm, 105 mm and 120 mm) can be mounted to improve 
grip in steep and icy terrain.
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AAAmbition – the Touring Newcomer. 

The brand new TYROLIA AAAmbition Alpine Touring binding is 
the perfect companion for all Alpine Touring Aicionados so that 
no terrain remains unattainable. We included every attribute of 
our high-performance alpine ski bindings in this brand new Alpine 
Touring binding.

Modern architecture. This newcomer in the 
ski touring segment features the exclusive 
TYROLIA Alpine Touring (AT) Toe which can 
be easily adjusted to alpine and touring boot 
norms. A 65mm wide mechanical AFS glid-
ing element secures constant release values 
also with rubber soles. In combination with 
two rollers this binding provides superior 
safety features with the rapid and exact 
boot re-centering that skiers expect from 
TYROLIA. As a result of its harmonious de-
sign, the TYROLIA AAAmbition has a wider 
contact area which improves stability and 
provides a secure foundation for every ski-
ing situation. 

Furthermore, its pivot is eficiently posi-
tioned right below the ski boot tip to ensure 
perfect force transmission and a tilt up to 
90 degree. 

TECHNOLOGY:

2 One-for-all easy adjustable telescopic 

tube. Additionally the AAAmbition features 
a unique light-weight telescopic tube which 
offers an easy adjustment opportunity to 
different boot sole lengths. Thus, with only 
one binding model it is possible to cover the 
entire range of different sole lengths – from 
260 mm up to 350 mm. Furthermore, with 
the setting of the telescopic tube and 
through the compact mounting, perfect 
binding positioning on your skis is improved 
and mid-point deviation is avoided.
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Alpine Touring Heel and Climbing Aid. The 
newly designed climbing aid is positioned as 
close as possible to the Alpine Touring (AT) 
Heel. This provides better walking balance 
and effortless climbing in all situations. The 
low stand height of 38 mm improves stabil-
ity and offers a conident stance. 

With four different climbing aid positions 
(climbing in a 0°, 5°, 10° or 15° position) it 
is possible to adapt on different terrains 
without stepping out of the binding. 

It does not matter if it is a walk through lat 
terrain or a steep slope up to the summit. 
Simply use the ski pole in order to change 
the climbing aid position and also to lock for 
the downhill ride. 

Additional crampons are available as spare 
parts in widths of 90 mm, 105 mm and 
120 mm,and provide safe climbing and a se-
cure stand in any situation. 

90 mm: Art.N°: 163006 (1 Pair)

105 mm: Art.N°: 163007 (1 Pair)

120 mm : Art.N°: 163008 (1 Pair)

Brakes & Individuality. Considering the dif-
ferent ski widths, the TYROLIA AAAmbition 
comes without brakes. This gives you the 
opportunity to either choose the perfect 
itting brake out of three different widths 
(85 mm/105 mm/125 mm) or simply to ride 
and hike without brakes using appropriate 
powder straps. 

TECHNOLOGY:
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TYROLIA FREEFLEX. The TYROLIA ap-
proved Freeflex System, which interacts 
with the AT Toe, the telescopic tube and the 
AT Heel, offers natural dynamics, excellent 
downhill performance and therefore a su-
preme ski touring experience.

Demo and rental suitable. In order to offer 
ambitious sportsmen an opportunity to 
widen their horizons, the TYROLIA AAAmbi-
tion is also demo and rental suitable.

Combined with a spare demo track, this 
brand new TYROLIA binding can be tested 
and shown to a broad audience.

Only two easy adjustments (one on the tel-
escopic tube and one on the demo track) are 
required to it to different boot lengths with-
out extra drilling.

TECHNOLOGY:
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